
 Inclusive and “Exclusive” Cross Sections in the regime of MPI 

When MPI are an important feature of the inelastic event, it makes sense to measure both 
the inclusive and the exclusive MPI cross sections  

Inclusive cross section:  

In the inclusive cross section one counts with weight 1 each partonic collisions (in a 
given interval of rapidity and transverse momenta).  
If a single event produces n partonic collisions, the event contributes n times to the 
inclusive cross section. The inclusive cross section is thus an average quantity with 
respect to the distribution in multiplicity of the MPI. 

The single scattering inclusive cross section, which has the well known expression of 
the QCD parton model, thus gives the most basic information on the distribution in the 
number of collisions, namely the average number.  
Analogously the Kth scattering inclusive cross section gives the Kth moment of the 
distribution in the number of collisions and is related directly to the K-partons 
distribution of the hadron structure. 
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Exclusive cross section:  

To measure an exclusive cross section one needs to search the hadronic events where a 
given Multi-Parton Interaction is present. The hadronic events, where the MPI of 
interest is present, are counted with weight 1, the others are counted with weight 0.  

Inclusive and exclusive cross sections are thus measured independently. The two sets of 
cross sections are however linked by the following relations:  

Kth scattering inclusive cross section 

 Nth scattering “exclusive” cross sections (where one selects the events where only N 
partonic collisions are present) 

Notice that the relations above represents also a set of sum rules connecting the 
inclusive and the "exclusive" cross sections 
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σ1 = σ̃1 + 2σ̃2 + 3σ̃3 (5)
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σ̃1 = σ1 − 2σ2 + 3σ3 (8)
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where σA and σB are the inclusive cross sections corresponding to the interactions A and B, m = 1
when A and B are identical while m = 2 when the interactions A and B are distinguishable.

In the simplest case the effective cross section σeff represents the transverse interaction area

where double parton interactions take place. A small value of σeff may however be originated

both by the relatively short transverse distance between the pairs of partons undergoing the

double interaction and by a large dispersion of the distribution in multiplicity of the multi-parton

distributions. It has been pointed out that the different effects can be separated by studying

double parton interactions in collisions of hadrons with heavy nuclei[22][23]. When different

numbers of target nucleons are involved in the multiple process, longitudinal and transverse

correlations give in fact significantly different contributions to the cross section. By separating the

contributions where different numbers of target nucleons are involved in the hard interaction one

would hence be able to isolate the effects of longitudinal and transverse correlations. Identifying

unambiguously the final state of MPI may nevertheless represent a serious challenge in the case

of heavy nuclei, due to the unbalance caused by rescatterings, the energy loss of the recoil jets

etc. On the other hand dynamics is much simpler and the final state is much cleaner in the case

of MPI in collisions with light nuclei, which may hence provide a good handle to approach the

problem.
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While the inclusive cross sections are given in pQCD by the convolution of the multi-parton 
distributions with the elementary partonic cross sections (at any order in the number of partonic 
collisions), the exclusive cross sections need (at least in principle an infinite non-perturbative 
input to be evaluated). 
The number of hard partonic collisions which can be observed directly is limited, the exclusive 
cross sections may hence be expressed in terms of known quantities after expanding the 
expressions above in the number of elementary interactions. 
In other words the sum rules may be saturated by few terms. Suppose that in a given phase 
space interval only triple parton collisions are important. On has: 
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The purpose of the present paper is to discuss the simplest case of MPI with a light nucleus,

namely the case of double parton interactions in proton-deuteron collisions. In our approach

we will avoid any assumption on the origin of correlations, whereas our goal will rather be to

enlighten the connections between the different correlation parameters and the physical observ-

ables. All effects of partonic correlations in fractional momenta and in the transverse coordinates
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The purpose of the present paper is to discuss the simplest case of MPI with a light nucleus,
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we will avoid any assumption on the origin of correlations, whereas our goal will rather be to
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By checking the number of terms needed to saturate the sum rules, in a given phase space 
interval, one thus finds the correspondingly relevant number of hard partonic collisions.  
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One thus obtains the value of the effective cross section by measuring the difference between the 
single scattering inclusive and “exclusive” cross sections. By comparing the behavior, as a function 
of the fractional momenta, of the difference on the left hand side of the equation with the right hand 
side one obtains information on the dependence of the effective cross section on y and pt 

Suppose that, in a given phase space interval, only single and double collisions give sizable 
contributions. In such a case one obtains: 
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